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The Presidential Commission on Election Administration’s mission includes identifying best practices and making recommendations to promote voting accessibility and improve the experiences of voters with disabilities. This White Paper reviews the evidence on voter turnout and voting difficulties among people with disabilities, and identifies best practices for removing obstacles that can limit their ability to exercise the right to vote.\(^1\) As will be seen, while progress has been made, significantly more needs to be done to make the election system fully accessible.

Scope of the Problem

Voter turnout and registration

There are at least 35 million voting-age people with disabilities in the United States, representing 1 out of 7 voting-age people, and the number is likely to grow with the aging of the population.\(^2\) People with disabilities have lower voter turnout than people without disabilities. Twelve surveys over the 1992-2004 elections, using varying samples and definitions of disability, found that eligible citizens with disabilities were between 4 and 21 percentage points less likely to vote than were eligible citizens without disabilities.\(^3\) Based on new disability measures starting in 2008, results from the Census Bureau’s Voting and Registration Supplement show disability turnout gaps of 7.2% in 2008, 3.1% in 2010, and 5.7% in 2012.\(^4\) The smaller gap

---

\(^1\) This paper has greatly benefited from a memo prepared by Ryan Harper, and valuable comments by Jim Dickson. The data on best practices will be supplemented before the final report as further information is gathered.


in 2010 reflects especially low turnout in midterm elections by younger voters, who are generally less likely to have disabilities. When demographic characteristics (age, gender, race/ethnicity, and marital status) are held constant, the adjusted disability gap is close to 12 points in each year.

Broken down by major type of disability, the turnout was lower in 2012 among people with visual, mobility, and cognitive impairments, but people with hearing impairments were as likely as people without disabilities to vote. Turnout was also low among those who reported difficulty going outside alone, or difficulty with daily activities inside the home.\

The disability voting gap is due in part to lower voter registration, but is due more to a lower likelihood of voting if registered. In 2012, among people with disabilities, 69.2% reported being registered to vote, only 2.3 percentage points lower than the rate for people without disabilities. Among those who were registered, 82.1% voted, which was 5.4 points lower than the 87.5% of registered citizens without disabilities who voted.

Given the number of people with disabilities in the United States, these results imply that there would be 3.0 million more voters with disabilities if they voted at the same rate as otherwise-similar people without disabilities. While increased turnout among people with disabilities would make elections more representative, this would not appear to change the partisan landscape: people with disabilities are no different overall from people without disabilities in their identification with the Republican or Democratic parties, and they have a similar average score on a liberal to conservative scale as other Americans.

Legal Framework

A number of laws have sought to ensure that people with disabilities can exercise their right to vote on an equal basis with other citizens. These include the Voting Rights Act of 1965, the Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act of 1984, and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) which requires that all public entities make reasonable modifications to rules, policies, or practices to ensure nondiscrimination in the programs, services, and activities of state and local governments. The National Voter Registration Act of 1993 intended to increase the voter registration of Americans with Disabilities by requiring agencies that primarily serve people with disabilities to offer their clients opportunity to register to vote, but this section of the law has rarely been enforced.

The most recent change came from the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA), which required states to make polling places accessible “in a manner that provides the same opportunity to people with disabilities for access and participation” as is provided to non-disabled voters. This includes accessible parking and paths of travel. Each polling place is also required to have at least one direct recording electronic voting system for people with disabilities. HAVA also

---

5 Id. at 22.
6 Id., at 26
7 Schur & Adya, op. cit., at 12
9 HAVA also requires equal access for people with disabilities to registration by mail and a computerized statewide database, eliminating the need to re-register when people move (or re-register as a person with a disability).To
requires election offices to create a committee with local disability leaders to evaluate and select equipment purchased with HAVA funding. HAVA does not, however, provide a private right of action for declaratory or injunctive relief, and disability rights advocates have criticized the law for not being strong enough to fully protect the voting rights of people with disabilities. These critiques include that HAVA does not create a federal definition of disability, which leads to under-inclusive state protections. The U.S. GAO found that limited oversight of HAVA requirements as of 2009 left gaps in ensuring voting accessibility for people with disabilities. In response the Department of Justice reported that it had entered into settlements with two cities for double handicap voters with disabilities.

States have shown a willingness to act, albeit inconsistently, with a focus on physical impediments: 43 states had passed measures requiring accessibility standards as of 2008, up from 23 in 2000. The GAO found that 31 states reported that ensuring polling place accessibility was very or moderately challenging.

Obstacles to voting

Why are citizens with disabilities less likely to vote than their non-disabled peers? Several studies point to the role played by standard predictors of political participation, namely recruitment, resources, and psychological factors. People with disabilities are more likely to be socially isolated which makes them less likely to be mobilized and asked to vote by friends, family members, co-workers, and political organizations. They also have lower levels of resources that are enforce HAVA, the State Attorney General can bring an action, and individuals can also file written complaints requiring administrative hearings.


Jim Dickson, Vice President of the American Association of People with Disabilities, argued at the time that there were “fifty different standards defining access to voting systems and polling places . . . but the manufacturers of voting systems need one clear set of standards to design and build to.” Id. at 450.


Id. at 17.


Id. at 28.

linked to higher turnout, such as income and education, and they tend to have lower feelings of political efficacy.

These factors do not, however, fully explain the gap in turnout. Voting among people with disabilities can be discouraged by barriers getting to or using polling places, which make voting more time-consuming and difficult, and may also decrease feelings of efficacy by sending the message that people with disabilities are not fully welcome in the political sphere.¹⁷

Despite the existence of laws such as the ADA and HAVA, the U.S. GAO found that only 27% of polling places in 2008 had no potential impediments to access by people with disabilities, a modest improvement from 16% in 2000.¹⁸ The majority of impediments occurred outside of or at the building entrance, such as lack of accessible parking spaces, steep ramps or curb cuts, unpaved surfaces in the path leading from the parking lot or route to the building entrance, and door thresholds exceeding 1/2 inch in height.¹⁹ The GAO found that 46% of polling places had an accessible voting system that could pose a challenge to certain voters with disabilities.²⁰ While the proportion of polling places with 4 or more potential impediments dropped from 29% in 2000 to 16% in 2008, the percentage with 1-3 potential impediments stayed about the same.²¹

A nationally representative survey of 3,022 citizens following the 2012 elections provides the first in-depth look at voting experiences of people both with and without disabilities.²² This survey found that almost one-third (30%) of voters with disabilities reported difficulty in voting at a polling place in 2012, compared to 8% of voters without disabilities. As shown in the breakdown below, the most common problems were reading or seeing the ballot, understanding how to vote or use the voting equipment, waiting in line, and finding or getting to the polling place.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Disability</th>
<th>No disability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Finding or getting to polling place</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Getting inside polling place (e.g., steps)</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Waiting in line</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reading or seeing ballot</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Understanding how to vote or use voting eqt.</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Communicating with election officials</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Writing on the ballot</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Operating the voting machine</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Other type of difficulty</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any of above</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹⁸ GAO, op. cit., at 12.
¹⁹ Id. at 15.
²⁰ Id. at 12.
²¹ Id. at 18, 19.
²² Reported in Schur, Adya, & Kruse, op. cit. The survey was funded by the Election Assistance Commission through the Research Alliance for Accessible Voting. People with disabilities were oversampled—representing 2,000 of the 3,022 respondents—in order to gain a solid understanding of their experiences and make comparisons by major type of disability.
Asked about the overall ease or difficulty of voting at a polling place in 2012, about three-fourths of voters with disabilities (76.0%) said it was very easy to vote, which was lower than for voters without disabilities (86.4%). Among voters with disabilities, 5.8% said it was somewhat or very difficult to vote compared to 1.7% of voters without disabilities. While the 5.8% and 1.7% figures may seem small, given the size of the populations these represent about 1.5 million people with disabilities and 1.5 million people without disabilities, or 3 million people total, which is enough to swing an election if these people decide not to vote. There is evidence that difficulty in finding and getting to the polling place lowers voter turnout, and this is likely to apply to other polling place difficulties.

A positive finding is that people with disabilities were just as likely as those without disabilities to say they were treated respectfully by election officials, and to report that election officials were very helpful if they needed any type of assistance. Among voters with disabilities in 2012, 7% reported using extra features or devices to enable voting, most commonly large displays or magnifiers but also lowered machines, seating, and accessible voting machines.

People who did not vote at a polling place in 2012—either because they voted by mail or did not vote—were asked when they last voted in a polling place. Those who had done so in the past 10 years reported very similar experiences as those who voted in a polling place in 2012. People who had not voted in a polling place in the past 10 years were asked a hypothetical question in order to measure their expectations. Among this group 40% of people with disabilities said they would expect to encounter difficulties if they tried to vote at a polling place, compared to 1% of people without disabilities.

Other recent studies have also identified voting problems faced by people with disabilities. A survey of 1200 voters with disabilities in Missouri and Tennessee in May 2011 to April 2012 found that the major problems for voters with disabilities were inaccessible polling places, lack of knowledge among poll workers about disability or accommodations, and discomfort among poll workers in helping people use accessible voting equipment. A 2012 survey of 296 voters in South Carolina, of whom 53 had disabilities, found that respondents reported a variety of accessibility problems in parking, polling place entrances, voting areas, ballots, and the provision of assistance.

The continuing polling place problems were recognized in a 2012 U.S. District Court ruling that ordered New York’s Board of Elections to improve accessibility. The ruling described
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23 Henry E. Brady & John E. McNulty, Turning out to vote: The costs of finding and getting to the polling place, 105 AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW 115 (2011).
24 Schur, Adya, & Kruse, op. cit. at 9.
25 Id. at 7. The numbers for this group may be biased upward because of “justification bias”—people may be citing these problems as a justification for their failure to vote. Nonetheless these provide a picture of what types of real or imagined problems may discourage people from going to vote at a polling place.
problems such as steep wheelchair ramps, accessible entrances that were locked, automatic door openers that did not work, physical obstructions to voting equipment, and voting booths too close to the wall for people in wheelchairs to use.\(^\text{29}\)

**Voting early and by mail**

People with disabilities may especially benefit from more flexible opportunities to vote, including the chance to vote before election day at a more convenient time or location (e.g., when accessible transportation is more easily available) or to vote by mail, which may be of particular value for those with mobility impairments who have difficulty getting to a polling place. Among voters in 2012, those with disabilities were more likely to vote by mail—28% did so compared to 17% of voters without disabilities—but they were not more likely to vote early at a polling place or election office.\(^\text{30}\)

While all states have some provisions for voting by mail, they differ on requirements for obtaining a mail ballot. Twenty-one states require an excuse for a mail ballot, twenty allow a mail ballot without an excuse but the request has to be renewed each election, seven states and the District of Columbia have a permanent no-excuse mail ballot available, and two states have mail-only voting.\(^\text{31}\) These provisions appear to affect turnout: the requirement of an excuse correlates with lower turnout among eligible citizens with disabilities in 2010, and among registered voters both with and without disabilities in 2008 and 2010.\(^\text{32}\) The effect of no-excuse and all-vote-by-mail systems is further indicated by the result that non-voters in these systems were less likely to report illness or disability as a reason for not voting in 2008 and 2010.

Voting by mail can, however, present obstacles to people with disabilities. For example, the prevalent model requires voters to take the first step, by initiating contact with election officials to request and return the ballot, which may be difficult for some people with disabilities.\(^\text{33}\) People with visual or cognitive impairments may have trouble seeing or following complicated written instructions on standard mail ballots, and those with limited fine motor skills may find it hard to record their vote.\(^\text{34}\) When the voting process is not fully accessible, people with disabilities who want to vote may have to rely on family members or caregivers who can make informal “gatekeeping” decisions to provide or withhold assistance, or can apply pressure to vote for particular candidates, which can discourage citizens with disabilities from voting.\(^\text{35}\) In the 2012 post-election survey, close to one-tenth of people with disabilities who voted by mail


\(^{30}\) Schur, Adya, & Kruse, op. cit., at 4.


\(^{34}\) Id. at 1036.

\(^{35}\) Id. at 1029.
reported having difficulties in doing so, and the need for assistance in filling out or sending the ballot.  

Preferences in voting methods

While it may seem that voting by mail can reduce the need for polling place accessibility, majorities of people both with and without disabilities express a preference for voting in person in a polling place. All respondents in the 2012 survey—whether they voted or not in 2012—were asked “If you wanted to vote in the next election, how would you prefer to cast your vote?”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Disability</th>
<th>No disability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In person in polling place</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By mail</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Internet</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By telephone</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

People with disabilities were relatively more likely to say they would prefer voting by mail or by telephone, and less likely to prefer voting on the Internet. This latter result probably reflects the substantially lower rates of computer use and Internet access among people with disabilities and suggests that Internet voting would not help to close the disability turnout gap.  

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

Some of the potential ways to increase voter turnout among people with disabilities lie outside the election system, such as policies to increase employment, accessible transportation, and educational opportunities. A number of potential solutions within the election system, however, can have a direct impact on turnout of people with disabilities. Following is a review of examples and evidence on best practices.

Increased accessibility of polling places and voting equipment

As noted above, common problems reported by voters with disabilities in 2012 include getting inside polling places and using the voting equipment. States have worked to monitor and increase the physical accessibility of polling places. Rhode Island was the first to ensure that all polling places are physically accessible, and Maryland, Georgia, and Missouri were early leaders.

36 Schur, Adya, & Kruse, op. cit., at 8.
38 See Lisa Schur, Douglas Kruse, & Peter Blanck, PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES: SIDELINED OR MAINSTREAMED? (Cambridge University Press, 2013) regarding the political effects of economic and social inclusion of people with disabilities. Voter turnout is similar between employed people with and without disabilities, indicating that employment appears to especially increase voter turnout among people with disabilities through increased economic resources and exposure to recruitment networks.
in encouraging accessible voting machines for each polling place (prior to the HAVA requirement). California established requirements for ramps and entrances, and Indiana has required voting areas to have adequate maneuvering space. More recently, Wisconsin developed an online system to be used in accessibility audits of polling places, and hired and trained employees to do the audits. The system is being upgraded to automate the reporting of findings to local election officials, and to permit electronic submission of plans to remedy problems. Another example is Arizona’s award of grants to county partnerships to buy accessible voting booths, clip on lights, ramps, door handle adapters, and other features to make voting accessible to citizens with disabilities. Virginia had removed polling place barriers in 134 localities by the end of 2009 and had audited 700 polling places by that time, and Kansas amended its state law to enhance access to polling places and has maintained monitoring to ensure that the statutes is being implemented. In Michigan experts on the Americans with Disabilities Act assisted local clerks in surveying the physical accessibility of polling places throughout the state. Other efforts include the purchase, installation and maintenance of software for accessible voting machines in Maine and Puerto Rico, and the purchase of updated voting materials and accessibility resources in Ohio. In Nevada a law was passed allowing the use of a rubber signature stamp for people with physical disabilities who are unable to write their names. Information was provided to consumers about how to obtain and use the stamp during the voting process.

Direct involvement of the disability community helps ensure the effective design, choice, and implementation of technologies and practices. In Alexandria, Virginia, people with disabilities helped perform usability tests on voting technology when jurisdictions decided to purchase new equipment. Ohio’s initiative to ensure polling place accessibility included the use of outside disability organizations to assist in assessing the location of polling places.

As noted, HAVA requires that all polling places have at least one accessible voting machine. In the 2010 election two-thirds (66%) of eligible citizens were in jurisdictions where

---


40 GAO, op. cit. at 24.


43 *Id.* at 5, 9.

44 *Id.* at 8.

45 *Id.* at 2, 4, 5.


47 A list of disability organizations with local affiliates that can serve as partners in this process with election officials will be available on the Research Alliance for Accessible Voting website (www.accessiblevoting.org).

election officials reported the availability of accessible devices. The presence of such machines was not linked to significantly higher turnout among people with disabilities in 2008 and 2010, but this is not surprising given the small percentage of voters with disabilities who need these machines to vote. In addition, this result could reflect a lack of information on the availability of accessible voting machines. While such machines have not had a significant impact on turnout so far, accessible voting technology is nonetheless essential for ensuring that all eligible citizens can vote easily and independently. A number of new voting technologies hold promise for increasing voting accessibility. As one example, researchers at Clemson University created an electronic voting system that allows people to vote by voice and/or touch with a user-friendly universal design to accommodate individuals regardless of their abilities.

Mobile voting

Difficulty getting to the polling place was another problem reported by people with disabilities in the 2012 post-election survey. Mobile voting can reach voters who find it hard to get to or access conventional polling places. It consists of bringing ballots or other voting equipment to places where people with disabilities reside, such as long-term care facilities, or in setting up polling stations in convenient locations, such as shopping centers or malls located on accessible bus routes. An example is provided by Puerto Rico which equipped four mobile offices in 2003 to provide better voter registration and voting opportunities to people with disabilities who were unable to get to their polling places. During the 2008 general election, Vermont developed a mobile-polling pilot program, which was reported to be well received and highly successful.

Training for election officials and poll workers

Many accessibility problems can be addressed by better-informed election officials and poll workers. States have increasingly focused on developing and expanding training and education for poll workers, county clerks, election officials and other relevant stakeholders to promote access and participation of individuals with disabilities. This has often been done in partnership with disability service and advocacy organizations.

For example, Oregon, North Carolina, Minnesota and Rhode Island have produced videos on accessibility and poll worker assistance for voters with disabilities. Connecticut and Louisiana have conducted conferences on polling place accessibility and the rights of people with disabilities, while Ohio, Hawaii, Alaska, Indiana, Louisiana, and the Virgin Islands have

49 Schur and Kruse, op. cit., at 8-37.
50 Id. at 8-21.
51 Voters can choose to follow written or spoken instructions and they can record their votes either by touching a screen, a physical switch, or speaking into a microphone. The software runs from bootable DVDs, which limits exposure to security breaches and makes it easy to use both in polling places and in mobile voting since it is easy to transport the system to nursing homes or other facilities. A paper ballot can be printed out for voter verification. See Researcher demonstrates accessible voting technology on Capitol Hill, at http://www.clemson.edu/media-relations/4953/researcher-demonstrates-accessible-voting-technology-on-capitol-hill/
52 U.S. Election Assistance Commission, op. cit., at 192.
53 Id. at 188; Lewis, op. cit., at 3-4.
provided training for county election clerks and state election officials. California has conducted training and developed uniform poll worker training standards. Alabama has provided training on the primary concerns of potential voters with developmental disabilities, and New Mexico has provided training and accessible voting materials to tribal group officials and leaders throughout the state.

A two-year project in Missouri to develop and evaluate poll worker training on disability issues found that using a variety of interactive training methods was more effective than simply relying on presentations and lectures, and poll workers found that checklists and visual aids were more helpful than memorization in carrying out election day procedures, especially regarding the use of accessible voting machines.

**Outreach and education for people with disabilities**

The 2012 survey shows that some voters with disabilities had difficulty understanding how to vote and use the voting equipment. Such problems can be addressed by education and outreach. A set of 178 demonstrations of accessible voting equipment by the Association of Assistive Technology Act Programs found that voters learned how to become independent in using the equipment in 5 minutes or less on average, and the general level of comfort with the technologies increased substantially, but there was substantial variation and a small number of voters never became independent.

Examples of outreach and education include Idaho’s posting of audio files on the Idahovotes.gov website with instructions on how to use the ballot marking device, along with the full text of ballot measures, propositions and amendments. Hawai’i has conducted informational outreach on the accessible features and use of the Direct Recording Electronic (DRE) voting system. North Dakota created a Disabilities Education booklet and video. South Dakota has conducted events to distribute HAVA information. Alaska has provided outreach to assisted living facilities where it offered voter registration assistance to residents and provided voters with information regarding their voting rights. West Virginia provided Voter Education Kits to individuals at conferences, provider locations, psychiatric hospitals, nursing homes, and senior centers. New York created a voting Public Service Announcement for the radio and television media markets in conjunction with the NYS Independent Living Council and Association.

---

55 *Id.* at 3.
56 *Id.* at 9-10.
57 Paraquad and Research Alliance for Accessible Voting, op. cit., at 2-3.
59 Lewis, op. cit., at 3.
60 *Id.* at 3.
61 *Id.* at 5.
62 *Id.* at 8.
63 *Id.* at 10.
Mississippi initiated a four-month listening tour across the state in 2009 to hear from individuals with disabilities, their family members and services providers about voting needs and accessibility concerns.\(^{64}\) The tour also provided a forum to educate individuals, families, community partners and other advocates about voting rights. Bexar County, Texas election officials have worked with a private company to provide American Sign Language videos for deaf voters at early voting sites, and additional one-on-one assistance to deaf voters through real-time webcams.\(^{65}\) Thurston County, Washington used a wide variety of electronic, visual, and audio formats to reach citizens with different types of disabilities in an outreach campaign to reduce registration errors.\(^{66}\) Many of the above projects were financed through HAVA funding that is no longer available.

**Voting by Mail**

Best practices in voting by mail for people with disabilities are clearly the no-excuse and all-vote-by-mail systems. The traditional system requires citizens to provide an excuse for obtaining a mail ballot, and some people with disabilities are reluctant to disclose a disability on a public form. The three systems that do not require excuses—no excuse for one election, permanent no-excuse, and all-vote-by-mail—are linked to significantly higher voter turnout among people with disabilities in 2010, and to higher turnout among registered voters with and without disabilities in both 2008 and 2010.\(^{67}\) Being required to disclose that one has a disability for a mail ballot appears to discourage turnout, presumably due to the stigma around disability that still exists for many people. For states that institute no-excuse systems, the effectiveness can be enhanced by outreach and education programs such as Jefferson County, CO, implemented for its permanent mail-in voter program.\(^{68}\)

While greater ease of obtaining mail-in ballots helps reduce voting obstacles for many people with disabilities, it should be kept in mind that a majority of citizens with disabilities express a preference for voting in person in a polling place, as noted earlier.

**CONCLUSION**

The lower voter turnout among people with disabilities appears to be caused in part by their greater likelihood of experiencing voting difficulties. There has clearly been progress in increasing polling place accessibility over the past decade since HAVA was passed. The 2012 post-election survey, however, shows that almost one-third of voters with disabilities experienced some type of difficulty in voting. A variety of best practices have been used by

---

\(^{64}\) Id. at 10.

\(^{65}\) U.S. Election Assistance Commission, op. cit., at 192.


\(^{67}\) Schur & Kruse, op. cit.

policy-makers and election officials to deal with these problems. The one practice on which there is hard evidence is:

- No-excuse and permanent vote by mail systems, in which people can request a mail ballot without having to disclose that they have a disability, are linked to higher turnout of people with disabilities

For other best practices reviewed in this paper, there is less hard evidence on their effectiveness, although there are case studies suggesting positive outcomes and they appear to straightforwardly address many of the difficulties faced by voters with disabilities. The best practices include:

- Partnership with disability organizations and direct involvement of people with disabilities in all aspects of polling place accessibility, including the choice of new sites; the improvement of existing sites; the choice, design, purchase, and implementation of technologies and practices; and voter education and outreach
- Accessibility audits of polling places with standardized tools that permit rapid feedback to remedy problems
- Availability of funding to increase accessibility within polling places
- On-going assessment of accessible voting technologies
- Increased use of accessible mobile voting to reduce the difficulties of voters in getting to a polling place
- Interactive training for election officials and poll workers using a variety of methods to ensure they are aware of accessibility issues and know how to cope with problems that may arise as people with disabilities vote
- Provision of checklists and visual aids on election day to help poll workers set up and operate accessible voting technology
- Outreach and education for people with disabilities to ensure that they are familiar with the voting process and technologies

The voting obstacles described in this paper will affect a growing number of Americans over the next several decades as the population ages and the number of people with disabilities increases. Reducing the obstacles facing people with disabilities is important for ensuring that all American citizens can easily and effectively exercise their right to vote.